
PVC Free Foam Sheet Making Business. 

Dear Readers, 
 

India is a land of unlimited opportunities. There lies one more opportunity in PVC plastic processing. 
 

PVC Free Foam sheet / board making :  Size:  four feet wide ( 1220 mm )  and 1.8 to 4.8 mm thick. 

Density: 0.3-0.5 GCC                               Applications:  Advertisement board, decorative board.Can also be used as  

normal light weight smaller sized partition board . Can be best used as false ceiling, uncolored or even best colored. 

 

 
 

What to use as Basic Machinery :   
 

1) Extrusion line use PLC Computer Control which is much easier to operate and saves labor. 

     2)  Best of the electrical and electronics in the machinery.  

 
 

Important Data:  

Connected load  needed 300 HP 

Production possibility 350 Kg/ Hour 

Plant space needed 7000 Sq Feet 

Investment needed Approx Rs.   

Building cost 4900000 

Land cost approx. Apportioned for the Project 

cost calculations. 
7500000 

Machinery needed 14111500 

Electricity Board cost 1500000 

Panel + Cables Approximately, assumed on 

Higher side. 
500000 

Water pumps, facilities + Air compressor, piping, 

Et-cetera 
200000 

Installation cost, Unloading, Transport, all other 

needed costs. 
1000000 



 
 

Applications are unlimited.  

 

And importantly, Per Kg purchased Plastic material and CaCO3 is sold on per square foot basis! And 

so Hugh Profitability.  Unlimited market and hardly any maker in INDIA.  Absolutely new developing 

market. 

 

Again advantages: 

 

1) Termite and water proof. 

2) No need to color or varnish  

3) No need of  time consuming carpentry  

4) No need to maintain regularly 

5) 100% and easily recyclable  and so no issue of idle Scrap generation. 

6) Cheapest possible source to replace wood,  

7) Can easily be sprat pained and can thus cater to wider sections of users. 

8) Can replace wood, asbestos and many other traditional, costly, time consuming materials. 

9) Can be printed, laminated. 

10)  Easily Sizeable as per needs of width or length. 

 

KAMAL SHAH 

positive@positiveaggression.in         mail@positiveaggression.in       kamal@positiveaggression.in 

0091  9879552875   /   0091 9624112091   

The Author, based at Ahmedabad, is a Professional consultant assisting to set up Lucrative / new projects. 
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